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How do you put waveforms in PI?
\[ \Delta t = 1 \text{ ms} \]
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When do you put waveforms in PI?
Alarm Buffer contains data for 10 minutes before the alarm…

…and for 1-2 minutes after the alarm

Interesting data not captured even though vibration amplitude more than doubles

DANGER alarm setpoint

ALERT alarm setpoint

What operators see…

ALERT alarm @ t = 35 min.
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4. FREQUENCY CONTENT (1X, 2X, nX)
What does it look like in practice?
Cursor Pos'n Shows Displayed Waveform

Tic Marks Show Waveforms Collected
How is this visualized?
Typical PI Visualization screens

- Create your own HMIs using PI ProcessBook
- View integrated process and vibration data
- Write rules to detect anomalies/conditions
- Launch CMS Display from within PI ProcessBook
Typical SETPOINT CMS Visualization screens

- All data resides in your PI System
- Navigate easily in time using the time slider
- View specialized data presentation formats
- View data in real time or play back later
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Who is using this system?
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Questions

Please wait for the **microphone** before asking your questions

State your **name & company**

Please remember to...

Complete the Online Survey for this session

**Download the Conference App**

- View the latest agenda and create your own
- Meet and connect with other attendees

Search **OSIsoft** in the app store
Thank You